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MIMB WORKSHOP: DEVELOPMENT OF SEWING SKILLS 
Mai 2012 

 

 

I. Workshop description 

Workshop 
Project manager 
  
Workshop manager 
Participants 
 
 
 
Designated sponsor 

Development of sewing skills  
Luisa Lobo 
Sarah Heimeier (Designer) 
Rehta 
Eset 
Nadeera  
Maria Fausta  
respekt.net – Christoph Fisher 

Workshop aim The workshop is meant to deepen and to develop the sewing skills of the 
workshop's participants. In this case, participants are considered to be 
potential future employees of MIMB.  
Training and professional advancement are essential for the execution of 
MIMB's contract works. More than that, it allows  participants to develop 
their own creativity and personal ideas.   
 
The tailoring techniques here developed were selected according to  the 
needs of two designers interested in producing their products with MIMB. 
In this case, the designer Nina Putzlager and the designer Maria Oberfrank.  
During the workshop, participants were trained to sew different bags 
designs for the label Bagsolutions of Nina Putzlager. In addition to it, they 
were trained to sew stretchy synthetic fabrics for the production of T-shirts 
for the designer Maria Oberfrank, label Pitour.  

Benefits for MIMB In the framework of the workshop, participants got prepared to run future 
contract works of MIMB. They have learned to deal with different kind of 
materials and fabrics. Also, different sewing techniques were trained (ex. 
sewing zippers and pockets). 
To use the workshop to already produce for two designers gave more 
visibility to MIMB. Other designers showed interest in producing with us. 
The pictures taken during the production phase and of the products itself 
were used for marketing porpuses.  
The participants of the workshop are now able to produce such bags 
independently, what facilitates the future work with Bagsolutions. 

Deadlines, Meilensteine The workshop took take place in March and April 2012, and had the 
duration of 4 weeks. The group was working 4 days a week, 4 hours per day.  
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Kick-off Meeting - Christoph Fisher, Luisa Lobo and Sarah Heimeier: 
20.10.2011  
Project submitted: 9.11.2011 
Project financed: 12.2.2012 
Workshop development: 27.2.2012 – 02.3.2012 
Sewing materials/accessories acquired: 14.2.2012 – 5.4.2012  
Workshop Installation: 14.3.2012 
Workshop start: 19.3.2012 
Workshop end: 17.4.2012 
Bag Solutions' Prototype presented by Nina Putzlager: 19.3.2012 
Bags production: 20.3.2012 – 10.4.2012 
Preparing the team for T-shirts production: 11.4.2012 – 17.4.2012 

MIMB machine and 
materials 

Own Machines: 1 Janome CoverPro 1000 CPX 
3 Overlock: 2 Hobbylock 2.0 and 1 Brother Lock 546D 
1 Industrial sewing maschine Pfaff 234, 1 sewing machine Pfaff Tipmatic 
1011, 1 Nähmaschine Pfaff 807. 
Sewing Accessories: scissors, needles and pins, tape-measures, edge angle, 
paper... 

Acquired Materials 
 

1 Ironing machine 
2 Shelfs 
1 Flip-chart 
Sewing Accessories for the workshop: zipper, accessories for the sewing 
machines (needles, zipper foot...). 
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II. Background MIMB 

 
Made IN – made BY (MIMB) is a social business in development. Since the end of 2011 we are established as 

an Association (in german, Verein).   

The aim of MIMB is to conduct clothing manufacture and to offer fair working conditions to female migrants 

living in the city of Vienna, and facing disadvantages or difficulties in meeting the requirements of the 

labour market.  

Since its establishment, the MIMB team have being working on the development of a strong Network for 

the support of the Association and its activities. A diverse spectrum of experts covering the areas of 

business consultancy, law, marketing, communication, art and fashion took part on the development of the 

MIMB concept.  

The NGOs LEFÖ, Peregrina, Orient Express and Exit, which have being active in the area of consultancy for 

migrant women and/or german language teaching, connect interested women with basic sewing 

knowledge/experience and MIMB. 

Meanwhile, MIMB has being producing to local designers through the development of workshops, where 

participants are able to learn by doing. These sewing workshops are qualifying the MIMB team for the 

accomplishment of our goal: to employ a group of women able to deliver quality, and to incorporate own 

ideas into the creative process of designing.  

The next step of MIMB is to develop its own interior design label. MIMB label its being stablished together 

with a group of Afghan women. The products should be a fusion of traditional Afghan embroidery art and a 

contemporary design.  

 

III. The Workshop 
 

The workshop was designed in order to improve the sewing skills of its participants in accordance with the 

MIMB needs. The workshop was divided into two main activities: 

1. Sewing different bags for the label Bagsolutions 
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This first part of the workshop had the duration of three weeks. The bags were made of recycled plastic 

material and had three different designs and sizes. To work with plastic material was new to all the 

participants. The plastic was hard to sew and slippery. After some practice, the group was able to produce a 

total of 50 bags. The sewing work was divided among the group in order to optimize the work but also to 

prepare the group for future sewing contracts. However, each participant had the chance to experience all 

the activities involved in the production process of the bags: from cutting to sewing the different pieces of 

the bags. The bags were gradually sold in different fashion fashion fairs and the money generated was 

invested back on the project. Part of it was used to finance the ironing machine bought during this 

workshop. The professional ironing machine is needed in order to optimize the sewing work, once all fabrics 

need to be iron before and during the sewing process. 

2. Preparation for the production of T-shirts for the „MQ Summer of Fashion“ 

MIMB was invited to produce 187 T-shirts for the MuseumsQuartier's event Summer of Fashion1. The T-

shirts were designed by Maria Oberfrank, label Pitour2. The cooperation was meant to present MIMB to 

wider a public, specially to potential costumers3. During this part of the workshop, participants were trained 

to sew stretchy synthetic fabrics, which were later used for the work together with Maria Oberfrank. 

 

This workshop, in general, was of major importance to increase the expertise of the whole group 

concerning sewing abilities and future working contracts. The workshop brought more visibility to MIMB. 

The products produced during the workshop were promoted in different channels, from social media to 

online journals4. As a consequence, potential costumers and project partners were approached.  

 

                                                 
1
  http://www.mqw.at/de/programm/detail/?event_id=6944 

2
  http://www.pitour.com/ 

3
  http://sof.mqw.at/2012/06/22/unsere-groste-herausforderung-bisher/ 

4
  http://derstandard.at/1350259859846/Alles-wird-gut 

http://www.mqw.at/de/programm/detail/?event_id=6944
http://www.pitour.com/
http://sof.mqw.at/2012/06/22/unsere-groste-herausforderung-bisher/
http://derstandard.at/1350259859846/Alles-wird-gut
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IV. Budget 

Total budget respekt.net 2.700 € 

Workshop Costs  

Food (total amount) 127,22 € 

Sewing material   

Invoice Magnus Malin* 14.02.12 
 
Retour 20.03.12 
 
Total amount  

94,86 €  
 
-54,54 € 
 
40,32 € 

Invoice WDN* 
22.2.12 

38,78 € 

Invoice Wiener KnopfKönig 
24.02.12 

8,10 € 

Invoice Franz Müller* Textil  
02.03.12 

22,50 € 

Invoice Franz Müller Textil  
21.03.12 

9,50 € 

Invoice Johann Georg Heller 
28.03.12 

23,40 € 

Invoice WDN*  
29.03.12 

10,26 € 

Total amount  152,86 € 

Invoice Sarah Heimeier  
25.05.2012 
concerning invoices marked with *  
(WDN + Magnus Malin + 
Textil Müller 02.03.12)  

111,86 € 

1 Flip-chart  

Invoice Holzer Papier 
03.03.12 

40,- € 
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Invoice Holzer Papier 
09.03.12 

45,26 € 

Total amount 85,26 € 

2 Shelfs  

Invoice Bauhaus 
17.03.12 

51,02 € 

1 Ironing machine 483,64 € 

Invoice Adolf Weinberger  
(total amount) 
27.03.12 

800,- € 

Invoice Sarah Heimeier 
(Honorarnote) 
25.05.12 

1.800 € 

Total amount  2.700 € 

Coment    

 The use of the workshop's budget was rearranged according 

to the present needs of the project. The budget initially 

planned for project management and documentation was 

used for the acquisition of an ironing machine, considered to 

be of major importance to the future activities of MIMB.  

* Invoices handled by Sarah Heimeier 



Vielen Dank für Ihre Investitionen!  

 

Auf den folgenden Seiten finden Sie sämtliche Belege über 

die 2700€ aus dem Zielbudget des Respekt.net – Projektes:  

 

Made In – Made By!  
 

Ohne Ihre Unterstützung wäre unser Startworkshop und 

damit unsere Arbeit nicht möglich gewesen!  

Vielen Dank.  

Luisa Lobo und Sarah Heimeier 

Projektleitung 2012: Made in – Made by 















Umsatzdetail
28.01.2013 00:19:54

Kontoart Kontobezeichnung Kontonummer Kontostand Verfügbarer Betrag
Girokonto made IN - made BY Verein zur

Förderung der sozialen und
29748271100

BIC IBAN (International Bank Account Number)
GIBAATWWXXX AT782011129748271100

Umsatz
Buchungstext respekt.net Workshopleitung

Sarah Heimeier
Betrag -1.400,00 EUR

Auftraggeber
Name made IN - made BY Verein zur Förder
Kontonummer 29748271100 Bankleitzahl 20111

Partner
Name Sarah Heimeier
Kontonummer 29017912100 Bankleitzahl 20111

Beträge und Währungen
Eingangsbetrag -1.400,00 Eingangswährung EUR
Auftragsbetrag -1.400,00 Auftragswährung EUR

Detailinformationen
Buchungsdatum 29.05.2012 Valutadatum 29.05.2012
Ersterfassungsreferenz 201111205292AIG-115633408245

Auftrag wurde durchgeführt!
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